


ORO:
THE CAVIAR ESSENCE IN A PRESTIGIOUS AMENITIES COLLECTION

From the extraordinary research of Allegrini Amenities cosmetic laboratories, ORO amenities line 
was born. This new luxury amenities collection is realized with caviar extract. 

Discover how the promise of a timeless beauty is satisfied.  



CAVIAR AS A PRECIOUS BEAUTY SECRET

Caviar means luxury. Its richness in vitamins, minerals, olygoelements, lipids and proteins makes 
caviar an anti-ageing and a precious ally for mantaining skin always beautiful and young. 

Thanks to its nourishing, moisturizing, mineralizing and antioxidant properties, caviar helps to 
revitalize and regenerate the skin, giving it nourishment, tonicity and elasticity. 

At the same time, caviar acts on the hair, strongly defending and restructuring the scalp. 



ORO
THE FAVOURITE CHOICE OF THE MOST DEMANDING GUESTS

Allegrini Amenities cosmetic laboratory, that is always looking for the most valuable and 
performing raw materials, has developed the best formulations with caviar extract,

very effective on the skin and the hair, sophisticated and incredibly precious. 



ORO
A “ONE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS”

AMENITIES LINE
 

ORO was developed by Allegrini Amenities for these hotels that want to dedicate a “One thousand 
and one nights” stay to their guests, starting from the choice of the best amenities collection.

The innovative and high performing formulations,
together with the luxurious packaging design, make ORO line a real must-have. 

The sophisticated bottles, available in 35 ml, 80 ml and 200 ml give to the guests the possibility 
to choose the most suitable version for their hotel, or to mix the different sizes in order to create 

their personalized collection. The line is enriched with a 30 g soap, with a precious gold packaging. 
Allegrini Amenities wants to create a luxury collection able to astonish,

thanks to its design and formulations. 



ORO
35 ml & 80 ml   



ORO
200 ml   



OLFACTORY PIRAMID
AN EXCLUSIVE FRAGRANCE

As top notes, the fresh mix of Mint leaves, Bergamot and Citrus sorbet, sweetened with the 
heart notes of Moqueta Rose petals, Cinnamon and Cardamom. At the end, the fragrance is 

enriched with the prestigious scents of Amber, Dark Woods, Leather and Sandal. 
The selected notes create a luxurious fragrance, able to surprise the guests. 

HEART NOTES
Moqueta Rose petals, Cinnamon, Cardamom

TOP NOTES
Mint leaves, Bergamot, Citrus sorbet

BASE NOTES
Amber, Dark Woods, Leather, Sandal



FOLLOW US:

http://www.facebook.com/allegriniamenities
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGK_MMGTxbZNGsnnNZQ7Udg
https://www.instagram.com/allegriniamenities/
http://br.pinterest.com/allegriniamenit/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/allegrini-amenities-spa?trk=top_nav_home
https://twitter.com/Aamenities

